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The following thesis draws from my experiences during my first year teaching at an 
inner city public school, John Marshall high School, from September 2007 to June 2008. It 
details apprehensions, conflicts, adjustments and corrections, both in my instructional 
method and personal interaction with students. I seek to illustrate mistakes and insights any 
first-year teacher might experience, as well as synthesize my own impressions regarding 
my evolving teaching philosophy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
 Let’s start at the beginning, shall we? Not all the way back to when the Earth was 
new and bubbling, but the start of my teaching career. Okay, I haven’t been teaching long 
enough to actually have a “career,” but let’s go back to how the seeds were planted.
 1997: the year I graduated from high school. Those were the days of Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer, Star Trek: The Next Generation and Pearl Jam. My free period was at the 
end of the school day; this was before 90-minute block classes were made standard. 
Seniors had the chance to leave school early for the day or be a teacher/office aide. Some 
of the time, I went home; at 17, I was delighted to have the option to leave school early.  
 Most of the time, however, I stopped by the Drama room, where I had spent most 
of my good times in high school since my sophomore year. The freshman class was in 7th 
period. I had never taken 1st year Drama (I had been bumped up to 2nd year right away) and 
was curious to see what I had missed.  
 The teacher, Keri Wormald, was impressed that, I stayed to hang out with a class 
full of 14 and 15 year olds instead of bolting out the door. My curiosity had given way to 
assistance, as Keri began to ask me to help out more and more. 
 I found myself using the knowledge I was getting in the third-year acting class to 
help the younger students, not only with concepts and techniques, but with basic skills in 
dealing with being a high school freshman (it hadn’t been so long since I had been in their 
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shoes). I was able to communicate with them on a more intimate level than Wormald; I 
was somewhere in that middle ground between friend and mentor. Pretty soon, I found that 
not only was I good at teaching them, but I was enjoying doing it. 
 At some point, Keri asked me if I had considered being a teacher. To be honest, I 
hadn’t thought much about anything after high school; in fact, I was considering taking a 
year off before going to college. Keri was not very happy with that answer. If a student 
were unsure whether or not college was for them, she would advise them to wait and see. 
In my case, however, she reproached me for being indecisive and told me that I needed to 
go to college. She also wanted me to explore the idea of becoming a teacher.  
 A teacher? Me?  
 I was a fairly typical, if unenthusiastic, high school student: I did the bare minimum 
of work to get by with a C, I wasn’t disrespectful of my teachers, but I definitely had an 
“us vs. them” mentality regarding them. Of course they didn’t know what it was like to be 
a teenager, doing teenage things; they had obviously been birthed, whole and grown, in 
their 30s or 40s.  But, as a rule, I didn’t ever see myself in their shoes. 
 That was, until I entered a Drama classroom. Acting was something I could do. As 
evidenced by my experiences with the first year students, I had some talent with teaching. 
Could the two be reconciled?  
 Flash forward to 2003: I was student teaching at Hermitage High School in Henrico 
County, full of mostly white, middle and lower-upper class; parents were golfers and 
doctors and upper management. Most of the students were involved with sports, either 
baseball or football. (This was something new: at my high school, jocks and actors were 
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mutually exclusive groups, with few crossovers.) They had an established Drama program, 
headed by a veteran teacher.  
 Being 23 years old and teaching 125 teenagers was by far the most humbling 
experience I’d had as a teacher. I had my boundaries pushed, and I pushed the students 
back. Most importantly, I was able to identify my weaknesses and strengths in and out of 
the classroom. Fortunately, I was given superb and vital feedback from my cooperating 
teacher, who apparently felt so comfortable with me in charge that she was given her first 
day off in 6 years. For the duration of my assignment, she spent most of her time in the 
teacher’s lounge, reading magazines and drinking tea. This was vitally important for the 
students, to give them as smooth a transition as possible.  
 One of the most amazing compliments ever given to me was from Lou Szari, my 
faculty adviser at VCU. After doing a required observation of my class, Lou told me (with 
few qualifications) he thought I was a “natural teacher.” For someone who was barely 
making it through the day, I was humbled and touched by the observation. It has stuck with 
me to this day, and I will never forget how it made me feel.  
 After my teaching assignment ended, I continued to float around: I returned to a job 
at a pharmacy after graduation, but kept my teaching skills tuned up by tutoring and 
mentoring middle and high school students in Richmond and Petersburg. This brings me to 
2006, and the tutoring job I accepted at John Marshall High School. 
 From this tutoring assignment, offering assistance to English students around SOL  
 
season, I was offered a job as an English and Drama teacher. There was no Drama program  
 
to speak of, only a class taught by the English chair as more of a theatre appreciation class,  
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rather than anything substantive. A teacher in the Business department wrote and directed  
 
Black History plays every February. For all this, it was a chance to have a fresh start, both  
 
for myself and for the students. I readily accepted; I was going to be a teacher! 
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CHAPTER ONE: Welcome to the Jungle 
 
 
 My entrance into the classroom was jarring to say the least. I spent the several 
minutes before that first class not quite sweating. Over the years, I’d seen enough genre 
movies (Freedom Writers, Dangerous Minds, Coach Carter, Gridiron Gang and other  
Hollywood ideals of unity and acceptance.) to prepare me for what was to come. This, 
however, was ‘for real’ time. I was nervous as if before a performance. I had already 
decided that the classroom would be the perfect place to hone my acting skills: I would 
simply act like I knew what I was doing on a daily basis.  
 From the start, I was met with indifference from some and outright hostility from 
others. I could read their faces like the Literature books on my shelf: “Who is this white 
dude?” Most of them, 14 and 15 years old, have been indoctrinated to be suspicious of 
white people on sight. Most of them, through first or second hand knowledge, found white 
people (men in particular) in positions of authority marginalizing or generally 
condescending. I would have to work hard to transcend those stereotypes.  
 As much as I try not to, I’m preying on the students’ ignorance of worldly 
knowledge; such is the power of a teacher. If I don’t tell them something, how are they, as 
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high school freshmen, to know any better? This could be a situation that lends itself to 
either abuse or an ethical mess; fortunately, I’ve been able to resist temptation and actually 
give the students the information they need instead of meaningless drivel. 
 This sort of attitude, from my observations of other teachers, has helped me build a 
rapport with my students: the way in which I communicate with them. My classroom has a 
very relaxed atmosphere, which is both a detriment and a positive. I don’t have it in me to 
be a strict disciplinarian; that is simply not my teaching style. I have seen it work for some 
teachers, while others attempt it and are unable to pull it off for a variety of reasons 
(chiefly, the students do not take the teacher or their tactics seriously). 
 Being involved with these students means walking a fine, razor-thin line: at any 
given time, I am a teacher, a counselor, a surrogate parent, an interrogator or a friend. 
Whatever rules I feel I must enforce (or reinforce) must be earned; there is absolutely 
nothing that is given away freely. I must maintain order in the classroom, sometimes 
despite my student’s best efforts. In many ways, having a two-year-old at home has given 
me a lot of practice for teaching 14 and 15 year olds: they will test my boundaries at every 
opportunity and constantly push against me, taking every inch possible. 
 I don’t take this personally at all; as a teenager, I was always doing my best to get 
away with whatever I possibly could. However, with the socio-economic situations that 
many of my students are in, they are starved for order. Home (if they even have a place to 
call home) can be a pretty dire situation, the least of which could have parents (if their 
parents in even in the picture; sometimes it’s grandparents or guardians) working two jobs, 
leaving them with very little one-on-one interaction. They may have younger siblings 
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whom they have to take care of. In tougher cases, there may be a constant state of 
transition, with families moving from one house to another, as a parent looks for work.  
 Very little in these children’s lives are stable; when they come to me at school, they 
are desperate (though they would be reluctant, or even unable, to admit this) for rules. 
They are looking for order in any place they can find it.  
 As a fourteen-year-old’s ego is fragile and easily bruised, I must take care that I 
don’t cross any lines or hurt any feelings. I’m not, however, above bringing a student down 
a notch if I feel it is warranted. Calling someone out or embarrassing them is called, in my 
students’ parlance, “carrying” them. Most students can “carry” one another with little 
hesitation; when I jump into the mix, it always seems to take them aback, as if they were 
unaware adults had senses of humor. 
 It’s due in large part to my sense of humor that my students “adopted” me so 
readily. I try to use humor as a way in, defusing potential arguments and bring groups 
together instead of focusing on their differences. I would take care to never insult or 
degrade them; such would run counter to my teaching methodology. I would much rather 
use jokes to get them to cooperate than the threat of discipline. 
 What’s the point of being so strict with them if, as a result, that they shut down and 
refuse to cooperate, even on the most basic of tasks? However, if I am able to talk to them 
one on one (as I often do in a disciplinary situation), I’m usually able to resolve a conflict. 
This is preferable to dealing with something in front of the class, but it does take me out of 
the classroom and away from instructional time. This gives the remaining students time to 
waste while I am busy dealing with the problems. 
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 I would rather remove a student from the classroom to talk to them, out of respect 
for the student and for the rest of the class. Sometimes I simply need to remove a 
disruptive student from the room, while other times I have to take them to the side and 
have a private discussion. Other conversations I can have at my desk, but still out of 
earshot. 
 So much of my students’ lives are based on perceptions, both what they perceive 
and how others view them. I try not to let their egos get out of hand and still maintain 
distance and respect. A few times, the students may play too rough or take a joke too far 
leading me to bring the hammer down. It only takes a look from me for them to recognize 
they’ve gone too far; this more often than not results in an immediate apology. (It was once 
said to me, by my observing department chair, that if my students didn’t like and respect 
me, even on some basic level, my classroom would be chaos. I am grateful to my students 
for this.)  
 Cursing is also a huge issue; it’s a part of their everyday vocabulary. However, 
when I remind them to watch their language, they apologize right away; often they are not 
even aware they cursed; it’s so interwoven into their culture. In all fairness, I have to 
remind certain students constantly about their language, but at least they give me a token 
apology. That’s a lot more than I’ve observed with other teachers. 
 On a side note, what does it say about this youth culture that is so desensitized to 
language, violence and sex? My students frequently engage in rough play, are usually 
picking on or at each other and will hurl insults without regard. Their manners are such 
that it seems very few of them are capable of asking for something. I have to frequently 
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remind them to say please, thank you, or even ask for something instead of “Gimme 
________, Mr. Cole.” For a lot of them, I‘ve been able to make some headway, but for a 
significant portion, it’s a constant, daily battle. For most, I’ve been able to affect a 
compromise: “Mr. Cole. Gimme a pencil.” Pause. “Please and thank you.” 
 The apologies for language or other bad behavior is a step in the right direction, 
however small or halfhearted a step it may be. Again, it’s more than I’ve seen other 
teachers get (or perhaps deserve). 
 Some teachers can be really mean to the kids. One teacher in particular will joke on 
them (again, it seems to be a culture of mutual antagonization), then turn around and get 
offended when the students return the favor. The joking isn’t the nicest, but there is rarely 
ever any lasting damage from the taunts and insults. This same teacher seems to spend 
more time yelling at the kids than instructing them. He seems to have very little respect for 
them, it seems, and, rather than dealing with a problem in the classroom, will kick them 
out without any disciplinary notice, office referral or phone call. As long as they are out of 
the room, it seems, they can be someone else’s problem.  
 The majority of the time, with a stern voice, I can get the class under control. 
(Again, if I didn’t have some mutual respect with my students, they would run all over me. 
Instead, they often tell me how terrible this or that teacher is, and how they think I’m 
okay.) I may be rough with some of my students, but it is never undeserved and rarely 
means anything beyond the next class period. 
 Unfortunately for a lot of my students (especially the male ones), the only thing 
they respond to is the threat of violence (whether perceived or real). Short of actually 
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putting my hands on them (if only to put them in a seat and make sure they stay there), I 
have to yell, badger, threaten, shout and make promises to call home (or call a relative or 
sometimes a counselor). Nothing else, it seems, will do. 
 Sad as it is, this approach makes sense. At home, there can be little one-on-one 
conversation between parent and child. If a child acts up, there is little interest or 
discussion of why, or any attempt to figure out if anything is going on beneath the surface. 
It’s straight to the belt or the back of a hand. Unable and unwilling to take this route with 
them, I’d rather find out what’s going on inside. 
 Sometimes, if asked, they’ll talk to me, and maybe be truthful. There’s a certain 
freedom in confession, much in the same way that most of the fights in our school take 
place in public, well-traveled areas: the students want to tell someone, and they want to get 
caught fighting, so that someone will break them up. For all the attitude and posturing, no 
one wants to get hurt. For the most part, they only need an outlet. They always try to test 
boundaries to see what they can get away with. Depending on the teacher and the situation, 
they can get away with quite a lot. 
 It’s not an easy job, to be sure. But, as the year wore on, I grew to like my job (on 
most days).  The students are not the most awful, nor are they beyond saving. True, there 
are some who have come and gone this year who have been more troubled than others. 
 For example, in my 4th period class alone, I have lost 8 students for a variety of 
reasons, most of them behavioral. Some have been sent to the Capital City Program, which 
is a halfway point between school and juvenile detention. Others have been sent to 
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neighboring high schools due to repeated (or single major) discipline problems at this 
school. Still others have been expelled for the remainder of the school year.  
 Sometimes it’s easy to pick out who will make it from the onset of the school year 
even for a beginning teacher like me. Others have been a complete surprise; there are 
students who behave in a certain way in my classroom and quite another in other classes. I 
believe this goes back to my earlier point of how I communicate with my students, and the 
relationship that follows.  
 I have several students who refuse to even attempt the work, no matter how easy it 
is or how many times I explain the instructions. Some will not work and choose to go to 
sleep, while others are outright defiant and cause disruptions. One policy in my classroom 
is that, while I cannot force the students to put pen to paper, I do care if they disrupt my 
class. I place a huge premium on respect in my classroom, which the majority of my 
students reciprocate. 
 Those who are incapable of following the rules and doing the work are allowed to 
do so, as long as they are not disruptive. All I can do is give them a zero for the assignment 
and let them fail. I have repeatedly told my students that I will go to the ends of the earth to 
help them with whatever they need, but only if they show me the effort. If they cannot be 
bothered to try, then I cannot help them; I cannot do the work for them. 
 A few will wait until the last possible minute, after I’ve harangued and cajoled 
them. They will ask for “help” which really means, “tell me the answers.” Others will 
sleep in class for weeks on end, then become irate when I inform them they are failing. 
They are so insulted; you’d think I had told them I wasn’t passing them because they were 
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black, instead of their refusal to work. I have to shake my head and wonder how they will 
ever survive being teenagers. 
 One thing I’ve learned is to not take things personally. That’s not to say that I don’t 
get frustrated with my students, or even angry with them sometimes, because I do. I’m 
stressed, but I’m able to leave the majority of my problems at school and not bring them 
home with me. The art teacher, however, is totally fried, to the point where it’s beginning 
to affect her health and mental well-being.  
 One thing I don’t do is let the students walk all over me. I give a little leeway until 
a certain point, and then the giving stops. I have been able to maintain an atmosphere 
where the students still respect me. I don’t really care if they like me (although it’s 
certainly nice that they do), but I do care that they respect my wishes in the classroom. I 
have more than a few rowdy students who like to get rough with each other, but they know 
me well enough to realize when the kidding has stopped and I’m getting angry (which is a 
rare thing).  
 I also try and have as much respect for my students as possible, even when they are 
acting immature. I realize they are still learning about themselves, as well as dealing with 
hormones and everything else that comes with being a 15 year old. I try and keep this in 
mind so I don’t get driven crazy. Even though they are acting in a way that would have 
horrified me at their age, I remind myself that they have markedly different circumstances 
than I did, and are (in most cases) trying their best against incredible odds. I think that a lot 
of people find that all too easy to forget. 
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 Hearing the attitudes of some of my fellow teachers makes me incredibly angry and 
depressed that these people are actually in charge of making sure our children are ready for 
the challenges they will face as adults.  
 Culturally, my upbringing couldn’t be more removed from my students. I would 
like to think it’s more of a generational gap than anything else. It’s far too easy to take 
them at face value: super tight jeans for the girls, polar bear-sized jeans for the boys, and as 
much ornamental jewelry for both as possible. Both genders have hair braids and earrings, 
as fashion dictates. A lot of them, to be blunt, can look thuggish and shifty. However, 
looks can be unbelievably deceiving. 
 Underneath tons of grease and product, designer glasses, name brand clothes and 
more sports apparel than a Foot Locker store lays intelligence, heart and strength. It’s easy 
to dismiss them as having simple street smarts, or cunning, rather than intelligence. Many 
of my students will shine, if only given the opportunities to try. They have to be pushed 
and prodded, but the rewards will mean more to them in the long run. 
 It’s tough having to compete with cell phones, portable gaming devices, MP3 
players and whatever else they bring into the classroom (all of which are against school 
policy). As long as they don’t interfere with what’s going on in class (during instruction 
time), I don’t hate the students having them. However, when they pay more attention to 
their laps than the lesson is when it becomes an issue. It’s not only in my class; it is a 
school-wide epidemic. The students are constantly on the lookout for anyway to skirt the 
rules. I don’t pretend to think this is anything new, but it’s a hassle to deal with. 
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 My rapport is good enough with my students now that, when I talk to them about 
their electronics use, they are pretty good about apologizing and putting it away. Of course, 
they’re not sorry about using them, only that I caught them. But the attempt at an apology 
is what’s important.  
 The drama classes are full of exactly that: I really need to have done a better job 
with control and discipline; it’s a little disheartening to find this out at the end of the year. 
But, as with all things, this is a learning process (for both students and myself), and I 
shouldn’t be so discouraged. All students have these problems at some point, freshmen to 
seniors; a lot of the teachers in the building have similar issues as well. I guess I shouldn’t 
take it to heart; some of the exchanges between teachers and students have made me 
cringe. 
 A lot of it goes back to the relationship I have with my students. Again, I try to 
keep things as light as possible. It can be a little difficult to keep the class under control, 
but I think, at this age, you have to learn to pick your battles. At this point in the year, it’s 
become tiresome to keep after the students to constantly get to work. I feel that by now, 
they should be responsible enough to be on their own. 
 My patience has been severely tested, as my English students (again, who are 14 to 
16) constantly question why they still need to do work. Even after I remind them that there 
is still time left in the school year, they still wonder why they can’t just “chill.” Not that I 
can really blame them; it’s the end of the year, they are cooped up in their classes for 3 
hours (due to SOLs), and look outside the window and see a nice Spring afternoon. “Oh 
boy, look at where I want to be!” 
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 Keeping them occupied is a real challenge (this boils down to classroom 
management). A good rule of thumb is to keep them working from bell to bell. This is an 
example of ‘it’s better in theory than in actual practice.’ A good teacher rolls with the 
punches and keeps the students occupied with a variety of projects. A less experienced 
one, such as myself, may have to scramble to keep up with the students. 
 It depends on the class, I feel; some classes you can leave to their own devices and 
they will be fine. You have to watch other classes like hawks to ensure no one ends up 
getting tossed out of the window or ends up in a fight to the death. It’s not the worst thing 
ever all the time, but it does keep me on my toes, which helps to alleviate the boredom. 
I’m seldom lacking for entertainment. 
 The cross-section of my students is wide and varied. Not being an athlete in high 
school, I never knew how much sports permeated the classes. For many of my students, 
sports isn’t the only thing, but it’s close. If I have a show, or rehearsal, or even after school 
tutoring, I have to make sure it doesn’t interfere with football, basketball, baseball or track 
practice. At this school especially, athletics is definitely more important than anything else. 
It’s a new thing to have my priorities placed for me, on a personal or school level.  
 When I was a teenager, groups of students were very segregated: athletes hung with 
other athletes, the smart kids all stayed close together, the tech students were always with 
their own. The same went for the theatre kids, who were in a group all by ourselves. Some 
were more extreme attention-seekers, those with dyed green hair and huge black pants. The 
jeans and t-shirt crowd that I was a part of kept our distance from them; we tried to have as 
much mainstream, broad appeal as possible.  
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 At John Marshall, athletes are everywhere. In many of the students’ lives, athletics 
is such a huge part because there is very little else to focus and drive them. Also, there is 
always the hope of making a career of being a professional athlete; many students 
wouldn’t be attending school if not for an athletic scholarship. That’s not to say that they 
don’t have anything else substantive in their lives; but football or basketball is something 
that’s instilled in them at an early age.  
 I’m constantly amazed at the different talents of people; again, a good lesson at not 
taking people at face value. One of my fifth period drama students is on the track team, 
thin and well built. She also has a great sense of style, seeming more at home in New York 
circa 1981 than the 2008 south. Looking at her in her track gear, you’d never think she was 
a talented artist. 
 With so much rote and knowledge the students are forced to digest, perhaps this is 
why I’m a little more lax in my teaching style; they get enough of “do this my way or get 
out of my face” in nearly every other aspect of their lives. Of course, as I get more 
accustomed to teaching teenagers, this philosophy may change, but for now, I’ll call it just 
slightly more relaxed than the norm. It may end up being to my detriment, but I’ll give it a 
go for the time being. 
 Discipline can be tough, especially at the end of the year. Tempers can also run 
higher and hotter than normal. There has been a growing sense of entitlement among my 
students; they have very little concept of “please”, “thank you” or even the simplest 
pleasantries. It’s a little disheartening that I have to teach them English, in addition to 
manners and courtesy. 
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 Generally, they have the filthiest language and absolutely no concept of what is 
inappropriate for public conversation. I’m not sure if it’s a cultural or a generational thing, 
but it certainly wasn’t this way when I was in high school. What can be done with them?  
 The students, for whatever reason, feel they have the right and deserve to get what 
they either demand or ask for, however unpleasantly. Several times this school year, they 
enter the classroom, saying loudly, “We ain’t gonna do no work today, Mr. Cole!” They 
complain loud and long about the work I give them, however easy it is. Of course, however 
loudly they complain, they always end up doing their work.  
 A huge thing I’ve been worried about this year is losing my temper. It’s so easy 
with them, since they push buttons and pick on people at any opportunity. It seems that 
some of them are antagonistic by nature; I’ve seen a lot of fights and confrontations in my 
classroom started by someone who was “just playing around.” They have no idea that in 
the real world, people can get shot and killed over someone just playing around. Again, in 
school, we have to teach them not only academics, but also life lessons as well. 
 For example, in a recent class, I had two girls (who can sometimes get into trouble) 
come into my class 15 minutes late. They were good enough about owning up to being in 
trouble, with one girl even asking, “Do you want me to tell you the truth, or what I think 
you want to hear?”  My answer is always, as it was in this case, “The truth is what I want 
to hear.”  
 I would rather be told the truth and have it be something terrible than have a 
student lie to me, trying to get out of trouble. Now, at the end of the year, they are finally 
beginning to get the idea. This goes back to the notion of respect for me and for them. It 
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can be a difficult concept for them to learn, especially with all of the other things going on 
in their lives. Fortunately for some, they are able to rise above the fray. 
 I can’t make the students work; if they fail, it’s certainly not from a lack of effort 
on my part. It’s an attempt on my part to teach them some manner of self-reliance; though 
it sometimes does not work out the way I’d like it to. On some occasions, the students 
simply take the time I give them in class and use it to goof off or sleep; this is terribly 
disconcerting. However many times I constantly remind them, their grade is ultimately up 
to them. 
 Of course, a lot of times, it simply doesn’t sink in that this will affect them 
negatively. Only time will tell if these lessons will apply. I’m sure that I’ll hear outrage 
and disbelief from them when they receive their final grades, and without fail there will be 
anger and righteous indignation at the evidence of their failures. 
 One thing I’ve had to struggle with this year is when the students refuse to work. I 
take it personally when, after I’ve worked hard on creating an assignment for them, they 
totally disregard. I shouldn’t take it to heart; I know they certainly don’t. But it’s hard, 
especially in my Drama classes. They take something that means a whole lot to me and 
treat it so dismissively.  
 I can’t entirely fault them at all turns; I see how all too easy it is to forget how it 
was to be a teenager. They have no concept of life outsides the school’s walls; the few 
times I’ve seen my students in public, a look of shock always registers, as if they can’t 
fathom that I have a life outside of the classroom.  
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 They seem suspicious of me when I tell them about my weekend or holiday plans, 
as if I’m putting them on to curry favor. This is something that relates to the heart of my 
teaching philosophy: seeing each other as human beings, with similar (and dissimilar) 
interests and passions, desires and wants. If we can see ourselves as people who are more 
alike than unalike, have more in common than not, that will go a long way toward bringing 
us together, both in classroom and culture. I would much rather have this be my legacy to 
them, instead of prefixes and subject/verb agreements. 
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CHAPTER TWO: Into the Classroom 
 
 
 
 As the school year progressed, I found myself enjoying teaching English more and 
more. My communication skills have improved, as have my teaching methods. It became 
apparent early on that it is vital to keep all students in mind when preparing a lesson. I 
relied too much on one mode of teaching; I eschewed the overhead and blackboard and 
kept the handouts to a minimum.  
 This didn’t prove problematic, but I did learn that some students are visual learners, 
some are aural learners, some need handouts and others need constant reinforcement. As 
they were learning to be high school students, I was learning to be a high school teacher.  
 I think that, by now, at the end of the school year, we’ve all come a long, long way. 
 For my personal teaching method, I prefer to find out what my limits are at the 
outset, so that I may learn to work within them. As the school year has progressed, I have 
learned that the students are capable of following this model. In some classes, direct 
instruction is vital (like science or math). In my English classes, if we’re not working on 
vocabulary or rules of grammar, I tend to take a more holistic approach, letting the students 
work at their own pace and rhythm. This has, throughout the year, presented some 
problems with the students who finish early (which I will discuss in later pages), but for 
the most part, the students are getting everything they need.  
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 It also helps that I conduct my classroom with a good deal of humor. I try to never 
miss an opportunity to engage my students with a smile. My humor is sometimes a little 
broad for their juvenile palates (which reinforces the teacher/student divide), but we are 
able to find a lot of common ground. Unfortunately, much of their humor is base and 
puerile; I’m not sure if this means I have a stunted sense of humor or if I’m simply skillful 
in adapting to my audience. Whichever the case, I try to keep my classroom as light as I 
am able. 
 For example, when I smell that a student has been smoking (usually in the 
bathroom between classes), I will never hesitate to call him out in front of the class, 
entreating him to have a breath mint or a spray of Febreeze. One student in particular was 
incredibly embarrassed in this way, and has since stopped smoking in school completely.  
 I will also call a lazy or disruptive student out on their grades (or lack of them). I 
may say things about their intelligence or behavior or language; none of my comments are 
ever untrue, however stinging they may be. I am very careful to never be outright 
disrespectful to my students; I place a premium on respect in my classroom. I always ask 
that they treat others the way they would like to be treated, including myself. There can 
sometimes be anger or attitude from them, but the truth always rings clear. 
 It’s all about staying true to them as developing teenagers, attempting to give them 
some responsibility and self-respect. If they have trouble with these concepts in a 9th grade 
classroom, what chance will they have in the real world? 
 It is not only English I’m attempting to teach them, but also life lessons they will be 
able to take with them when they leave my class. It’s no easy feat getting them to realize 
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that they are capable of so much more than they present. Unlike several teachers I have 
seen, I am able to break some concepts (school and life) down for them in such a way that 
they can understand and digest them, on their own terms. This fits in with my holistic 
teaching methodology. 
 From the first days, the student’s lack of skill bothered me. Why were so many of 
them so far below grade level? By the ninth grade, more than half were reading at a fifth 
grade capacity. They had basic knowledge of sentence structure, but punctuation and 
grammatical rules eluded them. I definitely had my work cut out for me. 
 We began the year with short selections from the Literature book, as well as a 
Young Adult novel about a teenaged girl dealing with problems in the hood. They 
responded well to that, so I took a plunge, pushing them to read more and more. 
 Romeo and Juliet was murderous; I was fought at every turn on this. It was during 
the teaching of this play that I got them to open up and allow themselves to grow. It helped 
that I introduced the text in a side-by-side edition that coupled Shakespeare’s original text 
with a modern-day translation. This enabled the students to discover connections to their 
own language with one hundreds of years prior. They also learned that raunchy, bawdy 
jokes were nothing new. 
 By the end of the year, as we finished The Odyssey, comprehension was through 
the roof, as was their ability to synthesize their ideas into a coherent essay. I was so 
impressed by their improvement that I incorporated a five-paragraph essay question into 
the final exam. More importantly, there was little negative reaction; they simply took it as 
a matter of course. 
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 My students grew with me as the year wore on: they became more and more 
confident in their own abilities as writers and readers, as well as communicators. Often, 
when a student would have trouble processing a concept, other students would pitch in and 
help out. This sense of community made me proud, proving to myself and to them that, 
despite our differences, we had the capacity to come together. 
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CHAPTER THREE: Acting Up 
 
 
 
At the beginning of the school year, I was upfront and honest with my Drama students: this 
class was, by and large, an experiment; some things would work, some things would not 
work. It was my first time teaching a theatre class and it was their first time taking an 
active drama class. I wanted them to come with me on the journey, to trust that I would try 
and do the right thing; as we approach the end of the year, most of them have. 
 This was the class I dreaded teaching the most, but also the class that excited me 
the most.  
 I told my students the first week that this class would be an experiment: some 
things would work, and work very well. Other things would not work as well, and would in 
fact be a complete disaster. As long as they didn’t take anything too personally, or bear me 
a grudge for not knowing exactly what I was doing, we’d get along fine. 
 At the beginning of the school year, I had a single drama class, made up mostly of 
upperclassmen at the end of the day. About three weeks into the school year, the student 
body underwent a major schedule change, finalizing classes and making adjustments and 
accommodations as needed. In the midst of all this confusion, I was given a second drama 
class during the lunch period. As it turned out, I almost wish I hadn’t been. 
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 This second class was made up of latecomers and also-rans, students who didn’t 
request a drama class, but were placed there instead to fulfill an elective credit. It was a 
class full of delinquents, underachievers and hoodlums. A few were actually very involved 
in what I was trying to do, and tried to keep up. The majority of them, however, barely 
made an effort, not caring, since this wasn’t a required core class, whether they passed or 
not. 
 By the end of the third 9 weeks, my attendance had dropped by half, and the roster 
itself had diminished by at least a third. Most of them left due to personal issues, or 
transferred to another school. (This class was hemorrhaging students; was it wrong of me 
to not really care?)  
 It’s a truism of Richmond Public Schools that, as the school year progresses, 
student attendance declines. I didn’t take it personally; I was told this from day one. But 
my idealism was shattered by Christmas break: these kids would never be as passionate as 
I was about acting, or theatre, or lighting and stage design. But, in my naiveté, I figured 
that to bring anything less than my best would be doing a disservice to my own teachers as 
well as the students themselves. It didn’t matter that my classes would never know the 
difference; I would be teaching them watered down, little-kid versions of something great. 
That was unacceptable…at first. 
 Of course, I’ve grown a little more jaded since then. I tell my wife that I haven’t 
lost my idealism entirely; I just see things in a more realistic light now. It’s one of those 
things you can never learn out of a book, or even from a voice of experience; you have to 
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learn it for yourself, in a classroom, sinking or swimming on your own. It’s a tough lesson 
to learn, but one that is necessary if you’re to survive teaching.  
 From the first days of class, I told the students that, if they trusted me, I would not 
betray them; if they followed me, I would not lead them astray. Most of them have done 
so, even if with some reluctance or indifference. I think they may have signed up for my 
class thinking it was more of a play reading or drama appreciation class, rather than being 
taught actual skill and stagecraft. These have turned some of them off at one time or 
another; most are not natural performers and will not hesitate to say so. Some of them 
show their displeasure or innate reluctance by not doing an assignment; their rationale is 
that, since my class is an elective and not a core requirement, they don’t need to pass to 
graduate. What they fail to realize, however, is that a failing grade will drop their GPA. Of 
course, by the time this sinks in, it’s probably too late.  
 It’s a cascade effect in the worst way: the ones who are trying see the majority of 
the class not turning in homework or not doing an assignment, so they question why they 
should. I honestly can’t find too much fault with this reasoning: if I were their age, only 
vaguely interested in the class, I’d have trouble being one of the only ones who 
participates. 
 In my 5th period there is a group of girls who refuses to do work, no matter how 
often I ask, plead, browbeat or cajole. So I fail them. And they get mad at me. Attendance 
with this group is also a huge problem since this class meets right before lunch. They come 
in, three or four at a time, talking loudly as they enter (it’s something I see a lot, mainly 
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with girls; it’s as if they have to announce their presence as they burst into the room), 
disrupting everyone as they make their way to their seats at the back of the room.  
 A good deal of their bad behavior is my responsibility; they might not act this way 
if I was more stringent with the rules, kept firmer guidelines, or acted like more of a 
regular teacher, instead of the goofy acting guy. When I ask them to act more like 
responsible adults, their reply is “No.” 
 This is not to say we don’t have fun. We’ve done our share of classes where we 
play nothing but theatre games, or improv and have a good time. But about halfway 
through the year it got so out of control that I realized I could no longer reward them for 
acting like children. So, for the two or three weeks before Christmas break, they answered 
study questions and copied definitions out of a book. This was torturous and perhaps 
unfair, but I had to let them know that I was serious about class work. I told them I 
couldn’t grade them on coming to class late and not doing their assignments. It was boring, 
and really ran counter to everything I wanted to class to be, but it worked. The majority of 
the class cutting has stopped (except for that core group who are impenetrable to reason) 
and class morale has improved somewhat (this is also partly due to an influx of new 
students after the Christmas break). 
 The biggest change has come in the months since the start of the calendar year. I 
returned to class focused on what I wanted them to do, with clean guidelines spelled out in 
advance, something I hadn’t done previously. I had come to a realization, both as an artist 
and a teacher: those professions don’t have to be mutually exclusive. I had sacrificed being 
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a teacher for being creative, and I had been shortchanging my students by being so 
lackadaisical.  
 It wasn’t the easiest transition; after half a school year of being “eh” in terms of 
class assignments, my turning into a “teacher” teacher was something of a killjoy. It helped 
to reinforce boundaries that had been weak before, and also gave them the stability and 
structure of a regular class. There would still be chaos, to be sure. Now, however, it would 
be controlled, creative chaos. The only question was: would it work? 
 I wanted to broaden the spectrum of the class, have the students be more project 
oriented, less performance driven. It had taken me a little while to realize my charms 
wouldn’t work on all students; I could beg and plead with them to try and they would still 
balk at getting up in front of the class and doing a monologue.  
 For the fourth and final quarter, I put them into work mode. At the beginning of the 
quarter, I gave them a handout detailing all of the assignments, due dates and expectations. 
This was monumentally more regimented than anything I had given them before. I wanted 
them to have as much time to work on them individually as possible, as to minimize the, 
“Mr. Cole, I didn’t know when it was due,” or the old, “I forgot about it” chestnut. The 
only way for them to not have done the assignment was to have blown it off completely; I 
even put the due dates on the board and left them there for 6 weeks. Not knowing what was 
due on a certain day was no longer an excuse. 
 Of course, that would not stop the students from trying. Leave it to the group of 
girls in 5th period to constantly neglect class work, no matter how simple the task was. I 
constantly tried to impress upon them that not doing work would result in failure, and I 
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was repeatedly assured that they would, in fact, have something to turn in when the 
assignment was due. 
 On the due date, when I would ask them for work, I would receive blank stares and 
open faces. “Huh?” Often, I would just shake my head in amazement and sorrow and 
record another zero in my grade book. Again, this goes back to my philosophy that, if they 
refuse to at least try and do the work, I would refuse to cut them any slack. This fed into 
their indifference, which only made them want to work less. “I’m already going to fail, so 
why bother trying now?” was a common argument I heard. 
 The others in the class made token attempts to work at the least, and wowed me 
with talented, creative work on their best days. The girls would see the work being 
performed on stage and want to join, so they would hurriedly write something and show it 
to me, as proof they “really had been working.” Unimpressed, but thankful for at least the 
last-minute effort, I would let them on stage, but without the benefit of full credit. Of 
course, when I show them their grades, this will come back to bite me in the butt, as I’m 
sure I’ll hear, “But Mr. Cole, I did do the work! I got up on stage!” For them (and for a lot 
of my students), the emphasis is more on product than process, the final copy rather than 
what has come before. 
 This has proved to be daunting when it comes to performances that require, oh, I 
don’t know…rehearsing? Monologues and scenes were best rehearsed in the classroom; 
otherwise, they wouldn’t get done. (It’s a pattern I’ve seen with nearly all of my students, 
Drama and English. Nearly every assignment I’ve given for homework has not been 
completed.) 
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 Over the course of the year, I’ve learned two things with regards to homework: 
don’t take it personally when it isn’t done, and don’t assign homework. It seems so simple, 
but it really does make a difference. 
 However, it’s a fine line between giving them too much time and not enough time. 
If I give them too much time, the assignment has a much better chance of not getting done. 
This is what happened just prior to and after spring break.  
 The class was working on monologues (writing and performing) before we left for 
a week. The Friday before we were out of school for a week, there was an impromptu Pep 
Rally held during 7th period Drama class. This had been our planned performance time. 
Because of this, that class didn’t get to perform their monologues. We had to spend the 
entire first week we were back refreshing the class on their work (it would have been folly 
to have expected they work while on break). So we returned from vacation further behind 
than I would have liked; by the end of the unit, we were all ready to move on to another 
project. 
 This set the tone for the rest of the quarter, and into the final one: a feeling of “let’s 
get it done as soon as we can so we can just be finished already!” Not exactly the best 
mindset to foster creativity.  
 Would it be worth it to have a second-year class? Or do I keep it light and frothy, 
lots of style but with little substance, something to tide them over from year to year? I’m 
not sure there is much hunger for a drama program at John Marshall. 
 I’m already committed to getting them out to see more plays. Henley Street Theatre 
Company is presenting Richard III at the Pine Arts Camp, which is just down the road. 
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The invite includes 100 free tickets for any students or faculty that would like to attend. 
Also, Theatre VCU is presenting A Raisin in the Sun as part of their 2008 season. There are 
also other local programs and artists to expose them to; all I need to do is plan for as much 
as possible. 
 Planning is a huge part of the future. In trying to avoid the mistakes and missed 
opportunities of this school year, I’m already planning out the next school year (08-09). 
Before Christmas Break, I’d like to have a talent show in the early Fall, a student-written 
show, most likely will be written by one of my drama classes, a Christmas show (at least 2 
weeks before we get out for the holiday), and another production done before spring break. 
Perhaps between the return from Break and gearing up for the SOL tests, I’ll put on a 
Drama showcase, so that the school can see what my theatre classes are all about. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
 I’ve had a lot of my ideas challenged in the past year.  
 How would I deal with people so far removed from my experience? How could I 
relate the arts to teenagers who deal in concretes and absolutes? How well could I manage 
a classroom? Would I even make it to Christmas? Would I be asked back? 
 For the past decade, I’ve been marching toward the goal of being a teacher. What 
would I do if, once in the classroom, I turned out to be a complete failure? What then?  
 These are all valid questions for a first year teacher to be asking; I’m sure that, at 
some point, even veterans can get insecure. A little nervousness can be, to my thinking, a 
positive thing.  
 However, it’s one thing to be jittery due to nerves, and quite another to be nervous 
because you’re unprepared. The following is a brief, by no means complete list of what 
I’ve learned through the past year: 
 1.) Don’t sweat the small stuff (because it’s all small stuff). It makes no sense to 
get bent out of shape about things you have no control over. The copier may be down, or 
you may have had a fight with a spouse. It’s not the students’ fault, nor should you take 
frustrations out on them (unless, of course, they are the direct cause of said frustration). If 
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one little thing doesn’t work out, it should not be the end-of-days, woe-is-me meltdown 
that a lot of teachers make it out to be. Which leads me to my next point… 
 2.) Be flexible, but be firm. It’s okay to let the class have it’s own rhythm and 
pulse; how dreadful would life be if it always went according to plan? However, it’s 
important to know the difference between a meaningful diversion and a class that is 
desperately trying to keep the teacher off track. This distinction, however, can only come 
from experience; you have to be played in order to figure out how not to get played. 
 3.) Don’t be afraid to fail. In fact, we fail in most things, to a lesser or greater 
degree; how else would be know to tweak an idea or try something new unless the old way 
didn’t work? Not all failure has to be of the crash-and-burn variety; too much of that can 
lead to disillusionment and depression. To be honest, if most of what you try ends up not 
working, perhaps a career switch is in order. But in order to build a solid foundation, you 
must… 
 4.) Plan, plan, plan. Plan for rainy days, sick days, classes that move at different 
paces; plan for when the copier runs out of toner, pep rallies, surprise inspections from the 
administration. The simplest reasoning is that, if you’ve got enough (or more than enough) 
work for your classes, they shouldn’t have the chance to get bored or unruly.  Well, in a 
perfect world, they wouldn’t; they may despise you for any extra work given to them. This 
leads me, finally, to… 
 5.) Don’t take anything personally. If a class goes wrong one day (for whatever 
reason), with disruptive students, a messy room, constant attitude…brush it off. Cast it 
aside, because the next time you have that class, all will be forgotten. Unless the incident 
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was egregious, the student(s) almost certainly will not remember it. It’s pointless, as a 
teacher, to hold a grudge; the class that was your worst will, by year’s end, more than 
likely become a favorite (or at least move from the bottom of the list). The reverse applies 
for an early favorite class...by close to June, a dramatic shift may have 
occurred…tectonically. Such is the nature of high school. 
 The inner-city classroom, it turns out, is far removed from the Hollywood ideal. It’s 
rougher, tougher, and the naïve white teacher bit only gets you so far. My students are 
ruthless and unforgiving, ready to take advantage of every exposed weakness. 
 They are also children, kind when treated fairly, responsive to gentleness, innocent 
about so many things. They take what they see on television as gospel; they want to 
believe that life can be better for them. 
 As a teacher, I want only good things for my students. If given the opportunity, 
they will shine. They are our future, our hopes for a better tomorrow. If we shortchange 
their education, we doom ourselves. In denying his or her dreams, we take every break or 
second chance given to us and bury it in garbage. 
 They have to work for what they want, and it is our job to teach them to work. It is 
also their jobs to teach us to do right by them, to make sure they have the tools they need to 
survive as adults.  
 There has been no greater joy than for a student to tell me what they have learned, 
or to know that, in any small way, I have mattered. To make a positive difference in a 
student’s life is a fulfillment of my purpose: to teach, to learn, to live. 
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County: RICHMOND CITY           Grade span: 9 – 12 
2007 Student Enrollment: 955 
 
9th Grade Total Enrollment : 292 
9th Grade Total Female Enrollment : 123 
9th Grade Total Male Enrollment : 169 
9th Grade White Female Enrollment : 7 
9th Grade White Male Enrollment : 5 
9th Grade Black Female Enrollment : 115 
9th Grade Black Male Enrollment : 162 
9th Grade Hispanic Female Enrollment : 1 
9th Grade Hispanic Male Enrollment : 2 
 
 
10th Grade Total Enrollment : 239 
10th Grade Total Female Enrollment : 130 
10th Grade Total Male Enrollment : 109 
10th Grade White Female Enrollment : 9 
10th Grade White Male Enrollment : 6 
10th Grade Black Female Enrollment : 121 
10th Grade Black Male Enrollment : 102 
10th Grade Asian Male Enrollment : 1 
 
 
11th Grade Total Enrollment : 210 
11th Grade Total Female Enrollment : 107 
11th Grade Total Male Enrollment : 103 
11th Grade White Female Enrollment : 2 
11th Grade White Male Enrollment : 7 
11th Grade Black Female Enrollment : 105 
11th Grade Black Male Enrollment : 95 
11th Grade Hispanic Male Enrollment : 1 
 
 
12th Grade Total Enrollment : 214 
12th Grade Total Female Enrollment : 99 
12th Grade Total Male Enrollment : 115 
12th Grade White Female Enrollment : 4 
12th Grade White Male Enrollment : 9 
12th Grade Black Female Enrollment : 95 
12th Grade Black Male Enrollment : 106 
 
Source: http://www.city-data.com/school/john-marshall-high-school-va.html 
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Source: http://www.greatschools.net/cgi-bin/va/district_profile/138?schoolId=1481#from.Tab 
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Source: http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/ACSSAFFFacts?_event=&ActiveGeoDiv=geoSelect 
pctxt=fph&_lang=en&_sse=on&geo_id=16000US5167000 
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APPENDIX A 
 MR. COLE’S 
CLASSROOM RULES 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Respect the classroom and its inhabitants (you, me 
and each other). 
 
You may not leave the room without permission; this 
includes being dismissed from class. 
 
Absolutely no offensive or abusive language. 
 
It is your responsibility to help keep this classroom 
clean. 
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Cole, RM 201 
Improv Exercises 
 
 
Group Improvs 
 
Strike a Pose  
 One person is on stage. The class shouts out an action or emotion for the actor to 
 embody in a single pose, without moving.  
 
What are you Doing? 
 Actor 1 is onstage performing an action. Actor 1 is joined by Actor 2, who asks, 
 “What are you doing?” Actor 1, while maintaining the original action, replies by 
 saying an action they are not doing. Actor 2 then must perform the action 
 described by Actor 1.The different actions continue until another actor, who 
 continues the pattern, replaces Actor 1. 
 
The Question Game 
 In a circle, students ask a question of the person next to them. This continues until 
 a student makes a statement, repeats a question, or takes too long to think of a 
 question to ask. 
 
The ABC Game 
 In a circle, students make a statement or ask questions beginning with a 
 corresponding letter of the alphabet. This continues until a student cannot come  
 up with anything to say, or does not start with the correct letter. 
 
The ABC Question Game 
 This game combines the Question and ABC Games. In a circle, students ask 
 questions of the person next to them beginning with a corresponding letter of the 
 alphabet. This continues until a student cannot come up with anything to say, does 
 not start with the correct letter, or makes a statement. 
 
The Machine 
 Using their bodies as parts, each student must connect and add to “the machine” 
 using movement and sound. The machine must run at full capacity (with all 
 students) for at least 30 seconds. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
    John Marshall High School 
      Drama I Course Syllabus 
       Mr. J. Cole - Room 201 
 
 
 
Title of Course: Drama I 
 
Description of Course: This is a first-year Drama course designed for students of all 
grade levels. The focus of this class will be on introducing the student to theatrical 
techniques, including (but not limited to): terms, acting styles, games, improvisation, 
presentation, analysis and critique.  
 
Course Objectives: This course is designed to be implemented in accordance with 
Virginia’s Standards of Learning and meet the state’s requirements for the Theatre Arts 
curriculum. These Standards may be found at: 
 http://www.pen.k12.va.us/VDOE/Instruction/Art/theatre.html#SOLdocuments 
 
Materials Needed: Loose-leaf paper (wide or college ruled) or notebook, blue/black pens 
or pencils 
 
Projects: Students will be assigned an individual or group project in each 9-week grading 
period. These projects will be designed for the students to demonstrate competence in the 
related subject. 
 
Assessments: Students will be assessed on classroom participation, activities and projects. 
Quizzes will be given weekly. All tests will be announced in advance. 
 
Class Expectations: Students are expected to: 
• follow all classroom rules and procedures outlined by the teacher. 
• be respectful of students and adults in and out of the classroom. 
• come to class prepared and ready to work. If the student is tardy, a pass is 
required. 
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• use the restroom, lockers and water fountain before class; however, the 
student may bring water to class. 
• listen to the teacher and  inform the teacher of any problems or conflicts 
they may have with the assignment or other students. 
• positively participate in class at all times. 
• do their best, be open-minded and willing to learn new things. 
 
 
 
 
 
Parents, I am very excited about teaching your child this year; we will be learning together! 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at (804) 780-6052.  
 
Parents and students are asked to sign this course syllabus to indicate they have read and 
understood it. 
 
Student’s Name: ___________________________             Date: __________________ 
 
Student’s Signature: ____________________________________ 
 
Parent/Guardian Signature: _______________________________________________ 
 
Date: __________________ 
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   John Marshall High School 
    English 9 Course Syllabus 
      Mr. J. Cole - Room 201 
 
 
Title of Course: English 9 
 
Title of Textbook: Prentice Hall Literature, Gold Level 
 
Description of Course: This course is designed for ninth graders who have a desire to 
learn. The focus of this class will be on developing and expanding the student’s written, 
oral communication, grammatical and research skills. 
 
Course Objectives: This course is designed to be implemented in accordance with 
Virginia’s Standards of Learning and meet the state’s requirements for the 9th grade 
curriculum. These Standards may be found at: 
 http://www.pen.k12.va.us/VDOE/Superintendent/Sols/home.shtml 
 
Materials Needed: Course textbook, 3 ring binder, loose-leaf paper (wide or college 
ruled), blue/black pens or pencils 
 
Projects: Students will be assigned an individual project in each 9 week grading period. 
These projects will be designed to accompany and compliment studied reading selections 
and elements. 
 
Assessments: Students will be assessed on literature selections, vocabulary and literary 
terms, homework, classroom activities and grammatical skills. Quizzes will be given 
weekly. All tests will be announced in advance. 
 
Class Expectations: Students are expected to: 
• follow all classroom rules and procedures outlined by the teacher. 
• be respectful of students and adults in and out of the classroom. 
• come to class prepared and ready to work. If the student is tardy, a pass is 
required. 
• use the restroom, lockers and water fountain before class. 
• listen to the teacher and  inform the teacher of any problems or conflicts 
they may have with the assignment or other students. 
• positively participate in class at all times. 
• do their best, be open-minded and willing to learn new things. 
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Parents, I am very excited about teaching your child this year; we will be learning together! 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at (804) 780-6052.  
 
Parents and students are asked to sign this course syllabus to indicate they have read and 
understood it. 
 
Student’s Name: ___________________________             Date: __________________ 
 
Student’s Signature: ____________________________________ 
 
Parent/Guardian Signature: _______________________________________________ 
 
Date: __________________ 
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J. Cole, RM 201 
Strand: Performance and Production RPS Theatre Arts I SOL: TI.3, TI.9 
10/28/07 – 11/2/07 
 
Lesson Title: Continued from Benchmark Testing 
 
RPS Snapshot: RPS Snapshot 
 
SOL Objective:  
 TI.3 The student will apply the creative process to the skills of storytelling, acting, and 
playwriting by 
 1. using an acting vocabulary that includes terminology for   
  blocking and character development; 
 2. employing voice, body, and imagination in character   
  development; 
 3. analyzing and describing the physical, emotional, and social  
  dimension of characters; 
  memorizing and presenting a monologue and/or scene from a  
 4. published work. 
 
TI.9 The student will give and integrate constructive criticism by  
       1. developing and using appropriate theatre arts vocabulary;  
                        2.  discussing performances, projects, and plans; and  
                        3.  applying the concepts of evaluation to oral and written   
    observations, including intent, structure, effectiveness, and value. 
 
Essential Knowledge and Skills: Portrayals of characters in conflict, presenting a scene 
from a published work, employing voice, body, and imagination in character development, 
discussing performances, projects, and plans 
 
Lesson Objective: Students will put what they have learned about technical and emotional 
acting into practice and performance through the demonstration of 2 person scenes. 
Students will also demonstrate appropriate audience etiquette as they observe and critique 
the scenes. 
 
Technology Integration: N/A 
 
Instructional Focus: This lesson focuses on putting practice into action by giving the 
students their first in-class performances. By working on and observing a variety of scenes 
and situations, the students are exposed to different rehearsal methodologies, as well as 
different modes of thinking: while two sets of partners may have the same scene, they way 
in which those scenes are performed will be markedly different. 
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Materials/Resources: Class sets of 2 person scenes: Man/Woman, 2 Men or 2 Women, 
highlighters, pens/pencils 
 
Procedures/Activities: 
 1.) Students will work for 10 minutes of independent time with their scene partner 
2.) Students who are performing will take the stage, introduce the scene and their 
characters 
3.) Students who are observing will do so quietly and politely, taking any 
applicable and appropriate notes for discussion post-scene 
4.) All students will perform and be graded on their performances as part of the 9 
weeks testing process. 
 
Guided Practice: 
 The teacher will provide basic blocking and direction, as well as simple notes to the 
actors and audience. The teacher will provide positive reinforcement to the students with 
regard to ability and technique. 
 
Class Review: 
 The class will comment (as appropriate) on the scene as part of a feedback process. 
 
Application: 
 Students will apply the techniques learned through improvisation and in-class/book 
work to rehearsed, scripted 2 person scenes. 
 
Assessment: 
 The students are graded on Clarity of Objective, Character Dynamics, Articulation, 
Interpreting the Text and Staging/Blocking/Use of Space. 
 
Answer Key: N/A (rubric attached) 
 
Additional Resources: N/A 
 
Homework: N/A 
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Mr. Cole          RM 201 
Strand: Reading and Editing       RPS English 9           SOL: 9.3, 9.5, 9.6 
11/5/07 – 11/9/07 
Lesson Title: Romeo and Juliet, Act II 
 
RPS Snapshot: RPS snapshot 
 
SOL Objective:  
 9.3. The student will read a variety of literature. 
 9.5. The student will read dramatic selections. 
            9.6. The student will develop narrative, expository and informational writings 
to inform, explain, analyze or entertain. 
  
 
Essential Knowledge and Skills: 
• The student will be expected to identify the components of staging, cues, scripting, 
dramatic structure and parts of dramatic text (monologue, dialogue, soliloquy, 
aside, dialect). 
• The student will be expected to know how stage directions help the reader 
understand a play’s setting, mood, theme, characters and plot. 
 
Lesson Objective: The student will be able to identify stage directions help the reader 
understand a play’s setting, mood, theme, characters and plot, the components of staging, 
cues, scripting, dramatic structure and parts of dramatic text (monologue, dialogue, 
soliloquy, aside, dialect). 
 
Technology Integration: Overhead projector, R&J transparencies for Act II 
 
Instructional Focus: This lesson will focus on exposing the students to classical dramatic 
literature, as well as allowing the students to modify selected passages into standard or 
colloquial speech. 
 
Materials/Resources: Side-by-side Romeo & Juliet (Prestwick House, Inc.), Romeo & 
Juliet vocab and lit terms worksheet, Romeo & Juliet Act I study guide 
 
Procedures/Activities: 
 Monday/Wednesday/Friday 
1. Students will review snapshot 
2. Teacher will introduce dramatic terms  
3. Students will read Romeo & Juliet, Act II, Prologue and scenes i-ii 
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4. Students will copy notations (passages and phrases) from the selected 
reading in notebooks and answer relevant questions in their Romeo & 
Juliet study guides 
  
  
 Tuesday/Thursday 
  6.   Students will review snapshot 
7. Teacher will introduce dramatic terms  
8. Students will read Romeo & Juliet, Act II, Prologue and scenes i-ii 
9. Students will copy notations (passages and phrases) from the selected 
reading in notebooks 
  
 
Guided Practice: modeling on overhead using transparencies, reading Romeo & Juliet 
along in class with students 
 
Class Review: Students will complete relevant questions in their Romeo & Juliet study 
guides. 
 
Application: Students will discuss and respond to the reading of Romeo & Juliet 
 
Assessment: frequent checks during class for comprehension and completion of  relevant 
questions in their Romeo & Juliet study guides. 
 
Answer Key variable dependant on class progression (reading) 
 
Additional Resources N/A 
 
Homework:N/A 
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APPENDIX C 
 
 
Dear Parent/Guardian, 
 
My name is Jeff Cole, and I’m the new Drama teacher at John Marshall. I have already 
introduced myself to your son or daughter, and hope to meet you all face to face soon! 
A little bit about me: I was born in Richmond, and I have been a professional actor here for 
several years, as well as a collegiate actor at Virginia Commonwealth University, where I 
hold a BFA in Theatre Education and expect to receive my Master’s Degree next year. 
 
I view the art of teaching and the art of theatre to be very similar: both require a certain 
amount of skill, total preparation, demand that you keep the audience (or classroom) 
engaged, and require patience and the determination to see that all goals are met with style 
and grace. Working together, I feel the students and I can amplify their natural impulses 
and allow them to grow into the people they are destined to be. 
 
This class is designed to level the playing field. It will be the beginning for many students, 
while others will have had some experience with Drama. In order to best serve the needs of 
the students, I will treat this class as a starting point, for both the students and myself, so 
that we all have the same knowledge, lessons and materials from which to work. 
 
It is my intention to bring a new level of creativity, collaboration and play to the 
classroom. It is also my goal to stage a full production by year’s end. The show itself has 
yet to be determined, but I will attempt to include as many students as possible, both in 
front of and behind the curtain. The theatre is a collaborative process, and it’s important 
that everyone pitch in! I will also try to give the students as much exposure to professional 
and collegiate theatre as possible; this includes trips to see a student matinee of a VCU 
production, as well as have guest artists and lecturers from the area in the classroom. 
 
If you have any questions about the Drama program at John Marshall, please do not 
hesitate to get in touch with me. Just as I am here to teach your child, I am also here to help 
you. 
I look forward to a new year! 
 
Regards, 
Jeff Cole 
John Marshall High School 
(804) 780-6052 
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
4th 9 weeks Assignments – Drama I 
Mr. Cole 
 
 
Project #1: “The Story of You” 
Assignment: Tell me (and the class) your life story, from childhood to present, in 
whichever way you choose, however you choose to tell it. You may make a collage, create 
a performance, or combine multiple forms of media to achieve your goal. Be sure to note 
important dates/times in your life you think are necessary. Presentations should be no 
longer than 10 minutes 
 
You should answer the following questions:  
What is your theme song? What about it identifies you perfectly?  
If you could be a superhero, what would your name be, and what powers would you 
possess? Design or describe your costume. 
What are the best 5 words that describe you? How would you illustrate them without using 
those particular words? 
Are your inner and outer selves in harmony? Does your outside accurately reflect what’s 
going on in your mind/heart? How would you show this to an audience? 
 
Important dates: 
 Monday, May 5 – work in class 
 Wednesday, May 7 – progress report due 
 Monday, May 19 – work in class 
 Wednesday, May 21 – presentations, round 1 
 Friday, May 23 – presentations, round 2 
 Monday, May 27 – presentations, round 3 
 
 
Project #2: “It’s the Singer, Not the Song” 
Assignment: Choose a song that tells a story. The song can be from any genre you choose 
(rap, r&b, gospel, soul, blues, etc). How the story is told is up to you; it can be a line-by-
line reenactment, a monologue or a solo performance. Presentations should be no longer 
than 5 minutes. 
 
Important dates: 
 Thursday, April 17 – song selection due 
 Monday, April 21 – song lyrics and 1 page project proposal due 
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 Wednesday, April 23 – work in class 
 Friday, April 25 – presentations, round 1 
 Tuesday, April 29 – presentations, round 2 
 
 
 
 
 
Project #3: Actor Profile 
Assignment: Choose one actor and create a 5-minute presentation based on the information 
you collect. Include background information, notable roles and trivia. You may give a 
straight report, or create a performance that recreates the actor. You may also bring in a 
DVD or video that showcases the actor’s talents. Presentations should be no longer than 5 
minutes. 
 
Important dates: 
 Thursday, May 1 – actor selection due 
 Monday, May 5 – video/DVD approval 
 Friday, May 9 – work in class 
 Tuesday, May 13 – presentations, round 1 
 Thursday, May 15 – presentations, round 2 
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APPENDIX E 
 
 
 
English 9 Final Exam (DRAFT)   Name _______________________ 
Mr. Cole      Date ________________ 
 
 
Matching (1 pt each) 
Greek Myths: 
 
1. – 12.  
A. Zeus   _____ ruler of the Underworld  
B. Hera   _____ goddess of the harvest 
C. Apollo   _____ god of the forge 
D. Hades   _____ messenger of the gods 
E. Poseidon   _____ god of music 
F. Hephastus   _____ god of war 
G. Hermes   _____ Zeus’ wife 
H. Demeter   _____ goddess of wisdom 
I. Athena   _____ god of wine and dancing 
J. Artemis   _____ god of the sea 
K. Dionysus   _____ king of the gods 
L. Ares   _____ goddess of the hunt 
 
 
Multiple Choice (2 pts each) 
The Odyssey: 
 
13. Odysseus 
A. hero of The Odyssey  B. killed at the battle of Troy 
C. stole cattle    D. King of the Gods 
 
14. Calypso 
A. hero of The Odyssey  B. changed men into pigs 
C. led an island full of women D. Queen of the Gods 
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15. Cyclops 
A. God of the sea   B. ruled Mt. Olympus 
C. ate Odysseus’ men   D. killed at the battle of Troy 
 
16. Sirens 
A. kept sheep and goats  B. heroes of Troy 
C. changed men into pigs  D. lured sailors to their doom 
 
17. Penelope 
A. Odysseus’ mistress  B. opened the bag of wind 
C. wove and unwove a tapestry D. sea monster 
 
18. Circe 
A. kept Odysseus prisoner  B. killed at the battle of Troy 
C. changed men into pigs  D. hero of The Odyssey 
 
19. Scylla and Charybdis 
A. pointed the way to Ithaca  B. helped Odysseus on his journey 
C. Odysseus’ crewmen  D. sea monsters 
  
20. The Suitors 
A. turned men into pigs  B. ate Odysseus’ food in his house 
C. helped Odysseus on his journey D. sea monsters 
 
21. The Challenge  
A. won by Telemachus  B. helped Odysseus on his journey 
C. proved Odysseus’ identity  D. provided by Athena 
 
22. Telemachus 
A. won the challenge   B. helped kill the suitors 
C. God of wine   D. killed at the battle of Troy 
 
23. Helios 
A. hero of The Odyssey  B. made Odysseus shed a tear 
C. father of the Cyclops  D. owner of sacred cattle 
 
24. Argus 
A. Odysseus’ dog   B. made the Gods’ weapons 
C. hero of Troy   D. Odysseus’ son 
 
25. The Lotus-Eaters 
A. helped Odysseus on his journey B. killed at the battle of Troy 
C. sea monsters   D. Kings of the Underworld 
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Reading (5 pts each) 
Perseus: 
 
Reread “Perseus” in the Literature Book (p. 214 - 222) and answer the following questions. 
 
26. What prediction does the priestess make to Acrisius?  
 
 
28. Why does Perseus set out to kill Medusa? 
 
 
29. What help does he receive from Hermes and Athena?  
 
 
30. How does Perseus manage to kill Medusa? 
 
 
31. What might have happened to Perseus if he had not received help from the gods? 
 
 
Multiple Choice (1 pt each) 
Poetry: 
 
32.  A clumsy young fellow named Tim 
 was never informed how to swim. 
 He fell off a dock 
 and sunk like a rock. 
 And that was the end of him.  
 
This is an example of  
A. limerick   B. abecedarian 
C. haiku   D. acrostic 
 
33.  Clouds appear 
 and bring to men a chance to rest 
 from looking at the moon. 
 
This is an example of 
A. limerick   B. haiku 
C. acrostic   D. none of the above 
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34.  Sally sells sea shells down by the seashore. 
 
This is an example of 
A. assonance   B. hyperbole 
C. paradox   D. consonance 
 
35.  The sunshine hit me like a ton of bricks. 
 
This is an example of 
A. oxymoron   B. synesthesia 
C. assonance   D. onomatopoeia 
 
36.  The bee buzzed close to my head. 
 
This is an example of 
A. couplet   B. hyperbole 
C. onomatopoeia  D. assonance 
 
37.  That car was speeding at a million miles an hour! 
 
This is an example of 
A. assonance   B. hyperbole 
C. limerick   D. paradox 
 
38. The time has come, the walrus said, to speak of many things 
 Of sails and ships and ceiling wax, of cabbages and kings. 
 
This is an example of 
A. oxymoron   B. consonance 
C. assonance   D. haiku 
 
39.  The days are long and hard 
 In the countryside, 
 Meeting the daylight 
 Every single morning. 
 
This is an example of 
A. abcedarian   B. limerick 
C. acrostic   D. couplet 
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Matching (1 pt each) 
Poetic Forms: 
40. – 44. 
A. Abcedarian   ____ each line starts with a new letter of the alphabet  
B. Acrostic   ____ words are cut out of magazines and newspapers 
C. Found   ____ AABBA rhyme scheme 
D. Limerick   ____ consists of 3 lines 
E. Haiku   ____ the first letter of each line spells a word 
 
 
 
Write the rhyme scheme of the following poem. (2 pts each) 
45.) I could not understand   ____ 
46.) Seeing land    ____ 
47.) So far out from the sea;    ____ 
48.) It looked so grand.   ____ 
49.) For days and days it seemed  ____ 
50.) That I had dreamed   ____ 
51.) I had been so far away from home. ____ 
52.) The glow of the setting sun  ____ 
53.) Told me the truth:   ____ 
54.) Forever here I was to be   ____ 
55.) All alone with only the sea.  ____ 
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VITA 
 
Jeffrey Alan Cole was born in Richmond, VA on July 30, 1979. After attending high 
school, he enrolled at Virginia Commonwealth University in their BFA Theatre Education 
program. After receiving his degree in 2003, Jeffrey continued his professional acting 
career in local theatres before returning to Graduate School at VCU. He was hired by the 
Richmond Public School system in 2008, teaching Drama and English at John Marshall 
High School. He graduated in 2008 from VCU with a Master’s Degree in Theatre 
Pedagogy.  
 
 
